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Altman Siegel is pleased to present a solo booth of work by photographer Richard Mosse for FOG Design+Art Fair 2019.
Richard Mosse has developed a body of work that is both unabashedly aesthetic whilst simultaneously fraught with political
and ethical implications. His work lies in the interstice between photojournalism and contemporary art. His latest projects
subvert weaponized photographic technologies, using them to confront the viewer while questioning and extending
documentary forms.
His projects Incoming and The Castle (2014-2018) both employ a super-telescopic military-grade thermographic border
enforcement camera to represent the refugee crisis unfolding across Europe, the Middle East and North Africa. This
technique creates a spectral figuration of migrants, which foregrounds issues of hypothermia, precarity, state racism and
biopolitics. The Enclave and Infra (2010-2015), his previous works documenting the humanitarian disaster in eastern
Democratic Republic of Congo, utilized discontinued aerial reconnaissance film originally developed in World War II and
widely used during the Vietnam War for camouflage detection. In so doing, he used these photographic technologies to map
sites of conflict in visually arresting, acidic hues of pink and red. These iconic photographs upend and refresh conventional
photojournalism, focusing on eastern Congo’s overlooked cycle of vicious wars tied to extraction of conflict minerals such as
coltan and cassiterite.
Mosse creates increasingly ambitious projects that fold testimonial footage of historically significant events with conceptual
analysis, meticulous research and aesthetic impact, locating the points of tension within contemporary photographic
representation.
Richard Mosse was born in Ireland in 1980 and currently lives and works in New York. He earned an MFA in Photography from Yale School
of Art (2008) and a Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art from Goldsmiths (2005). He was awarded the Prix Pictet (2017), the Deutsche Börse
Photography Prize (2014), the Guggenheim Fellowship (2011) and the Leonore Annenberg Fellowship (2008). Mosse has exhibited his work
internationally in museums, galleries and biennials including: The 55th Venice Biennale; Barbican Art Gallery, London; Akademie der Kunst,
Berlin; National Gallery of Victoria, Australia; Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Denmark; Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt;
Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg; Denver Art Museum; Central Academy of Fine Art Museum, Beijing; Museum of Modern Art, Gunma,
Japan; Palazzo Strozzi, Florence; Reykjavík Art Museum; the Bass Museum of Art, Miami; Palais de Tokyo, Paris; and Tate Modern, London
among numerous others. Mack Books published The Castle, his sixth book, in November 2018, with essays by Judith Butler, Paul Saint-Amour
and Behrouz Boochani. His most recent film Incoming, is currently on a multiple venue tour and will show at SFMOMA in October 2019.
Richard Mosse will have his first solo show with Altman Siegel in September 2019.

For further information please contact Altman Siegel at info@altmansiegel.com or 415-576-9300.
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